This assignment is an INDIVIDUAL assignment. This means that you can discuss your code with other students, but should not give your code to other students or copy from other students. You must include your collaboration statement as a comment in your webpage. You are expected to abide by the policies outlines on the course syllabus, the Math/CS dept's SPCA, and the Emory Honor code (all of which are available from the course website) in completing this assignment.

Your assignment is to create a website for yourself. This website will consist of multiple pages with multiple elements on each page.

For this homework, we will focus on adding raw elements without worrying too much about how pretty the website is.

- Two webpages: One page should be named "page1.html" and one named "page2.html". Both should contain appropriate <html>, <header>, and <body> tags. All HTML tags should be formatted correctly with both opening and closing tags (except for the img tag). Each page should include the specific elements outlined below.
- page1.html elements:
  - The page should be titled "<Your Name's> website"
  - Display an image named picture.jpg Your image tag should include the alt property. (Note: you can put a picture named picture.jpg in your directory to test your HTML code and make sure it functions correctly. However, you do not need to submit the picture.jpg file for grading.)
  - A list of 3 questions you have about computers or computerized devices. What is something you wonder about with regards to computers or how computers are used in certain fields/applications? You should use the appropriate HTML tags to make your list.
  - A clickable link to your second page with an appropriate tags and appropriate text. This link should be a relative address which assumes the second page is in the same directory as your first page.
- page2.html elements:
  - should have an appropriate title.
  - a heading for your table. Choice of size is up to you.
  - a table which is at least 3 columns x 3 rows (can be larger if you wish, but cannot be smaller).
  - a link which takes the reader to a non-Emory website of your choosing.

Submit: Submit both your html files to BB for the "HW02" assignment. You DO NOT need to submit the picture.jpg file you used for testing. Attach both files to the HW02 assignment in order to submit them both at one time.
Grading:
page1.html
Page title correct..............................................................5 pts
Image displayed and alt tag...........................................10 pts
List with three questions................................................15 pts
Clickable link to 2nd page.............................................10 pts

page2.html
Appropriate title...............................................................5 pts
Heading ...........................................................................5 pts
Table which is minimum 3x3.........................................20 pts
Link to outside website..................................................10 pts

pages named correctly .................................................5 pts
appropriate <html>, <body>, and <header> tags..............5 pts
comments .........................................................................10 pts

Total..........................................................................................100 pts

Deductions:
Late penalty: -10pts.
No collaboration statement: -100 (may resubmit at discretion of TA/instructor)